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tank with a pump was installed. This sunk tank held
600 gallons of petrol, and could only be opened by a
special key that the pilot took in his aeroplane, which
effectively put a stop to the petrol pilfering.
After the dump had been provided at £»G. V, and
after considerable  deliberation,  a  similar  dump  was
installed at L.G. D in the basalt country.    This landing
ground is 390 miles west of Ramadi and 79 miles east
of Amman, and offered similar facilities to westbound
aircraft.   Troubles with the dump were also experienced
at L.G. D.   It consisted of a steel box set in concrete*
The Bedou were apt to fire their rifles through the
keyhole.   Consequently another sunk tank with a pump,
similar to the one at L.G. V, but holding 1,000 gallons
of petrol, was fitted up.   Against an exceptionally adverse
~wind it was occasionally necessary on the westbound
trip to land and take in petrol at both refuelling points,
The tank at L.G. V was refuelled by air from Ramadi.
An aeroplane was able to fly the 112 miles to L.G. V,
carrying a number of petrol tins in the hull; and in
addition it was normally able to dispose of the contents
of one of its own tanks and still have enough left to jjet
back to Ramadi.   The tank at L.G. D was refuelled
by motor transport from Amman.
When the Nairn Transport Company started running
the motor mail in the summer of 1923, their cars ran
from Damascus arid joined the Air Mail Track between
El Jid and Rutbah, at L.G. IX. Their wheel-marks
rove a track which was easy and clear for the pilot to
follow. Even then, after the autumn rains, and in the
strange elusive lighting of the desert, which has been
described as "full of things that are not there/' it was
by no means impossible .to lose touch with the track,

